How to registrar an account so you can make a bid on the Internetauction.
Use this http://asvtportal.vgwebb.se/account/nsreg and fill in the formula with your information.
Don’t forget to upload a image of your Passport or driving license. If you don’t upload the image we
can’t approve your account.
When you have done all this push the button Register
Now you have to wait a while for us to approve you’re account. This can take some time because we
don’t check it every minute.
The horses going to end 21.00.00. We have something called dynamic bidding. It means that the last
three minutes of the auction the auctions gets extended with three minutes from the last bid. So if
somebody makes a bid 20.57.51 on a horse that ends 21.00.00. The new end time for the auction on
this horse is 21.00.51. If somebody then make a bid 21.00.30. The new end time for this horse is
21.03.30 and it goes on like that until nobody bids in the three last minutes from the last bid. Then
the auction on that horse ends.
How to make a bid on the Internetauction:
You start with going in on this link http://shop.asvt.se/index.php?route=product/category&path=95
where you can see all the horses. On that page you can follow all the horses that’s for sale on this
Internetauction. But very important to know that this auctions list are not updated continuesly. Only
every minute. So if you want to follow a special horse then click on that horse and then you come to
the horse own page. On the horses own page the bid gets updated quickly after a new bid is made.
When you make a bid you go in to the horses own page. There you will see two boxes where you can
fill in an amount (All amount shown are in Swedish currency). One Maxbud (Maxbid) and one
Bud(Bid). The “Bud” box you can see first at 18.00 CET the day when the auction starts. “Maxbud”
you use when you don’t have the time or don’t have the energy to follow the auction live until the
end. Then you can make a “maxbud”. So if the highest bid you want to make on the horse is 100 000
SEK. Then you write in 100 000 in the box of “maxbud”. Then push on “maxbud”. Then there comes
up a popup window where you must confirm that you really want to make this bid. If you want to
make the bid you push OK in that window. The “maxbud” is an order to the system to bid to a
certain amount and in this case 100 000 SEK. So when the auction starts and somebody else has
made a bid of 10 000 SEK. You are going to get the leading bid att 11 000 SEK. If somebody bids 20
000 SEK you’re going to get the leading bid at 21 000 SEK. So the system is going to bid 1 000 SEK
over the bid that’s made all the way up to a 100 000 SEK. If somebody make a “bud” at 100 000 SEK
when you leading the auction on 99 000 SEK or lower they get the bid 100 000 before your
“maxbud” because a “bud” is considered to be made before the “maxbud”. If somebody bids over
your maxbud you can bid a new maxbud or normal bud. A maxbud can be made before the auction
starts at 18.00 CET but also as long the auction on the horse is active. So no problem to use maxbud
after 18.00 CET. When the auction starts at 18.00 it comes up another box where you can bid. It’s
called “bud” and when you make a bid with ”bud” it’s the amount you write in the box that you put
in. If you win the auction we send your information to the seller. Take the contact information on
the horse’s page to the seller and you can contact them the day after.
Your Maxbud amount you have made shows on the horse’s page just over the two boxes. Where it
stands Ditt Maxbud:

